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Abstract
Stable suspensions of Ag particles were prepared using
cetylpyridinium bromide (CPB) as surfactant. The
stability was evaluated using a Turbiscan optical
analyzer, and the delta transmittance data showed that
increasing the concentration of CPB in the suspension
significantly enhanced the stability. Additionally, for
CPB concentrations in the range of 0.1 to 5 mM, the Ζpotential values of the suspension increased. For
concentrations higher than or equal to 5 mM CPB, the
Ζ-potential values remained constant. CPB-Ag particle
interactions were studied by Raman spectroscopy, and
the results suggested that the CPB surfactant molecule
is adsorbed with the ionic (-N+C5H5) head group
oriented toward the Ag surface and the hydrophobic tail
directed away from the surface. Additionally,
coadsorbed Br- ions are very important for binding in
the first monolayer. The pyridinium head groups are
surrounded by bromide ions, and the pyridinium/
bromide system is strongly adsorbed onto the Ag
surfaces surfaces.
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Introduction
In recent years, inorganic antibacterial agents have attracted the attention of researchers because of their thermal
resistance and the persistence of their antibacterial effects compared with those of organic antibacterial agents [1].
Since the nineteenth century, silver (Ag)-based compounds have been used in many antimicrobial applications;
colloidal silver was used in wound antisepsis and in combination with citrate salts for the treatment of skin infections,
and silver nitrate was employed almost 100 years ago for the treatment of ophthalmia neonatorum [2]. Currently, Ag
nanoparticles are used in numerous physical, biological, and pharmaceutical applications. The antibacterial properties
of silver particles against Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria have been widely demonstrated [3-7]; for this
reason, silver particles (AgPs) are used in a large variety of applications, such as athletic apparel, washing machines,
food-packaging materials [8, 9], and, most importantly, in the medical field as bactericidal and therapeutic agents.
AgPs are used in the fabrication of dental devices, as bactericidal coatings in water filters, and as antimicrobial agents
in air sanitizer sprays, pillows, respirators, socks, wet wipes, detergents, soaps, shampoos, toothpastes, and many
other consumer products. AgPs are also used as antimicrobial agents in many public places such as railway stations
and elevators in China, and they are believed to have good antimicrobial activity. Although silver particles offer
various benefits, primarily as a result of their beneficial antibacterial properties [10, 11], there is also the problem of
the nanotoxicity of silver. Various studies in the literature suggest that nanoparticles can cause various environmental
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and health-related problems [12, 13]. Nevertheless, there is a need for more studies to be conducted before it can be
unequivocally concluded that the use of silver nanoparticles poses a significant problem.
On the other hand, during the fabrication process of many products containing AgPs as an antibacterial agent, a
stable dispersion of the AgPs in an aqueous solution is required. The modification of a solid surface via the adsorption
of a water-soluble polymer is an efficient and widely employed method of enhancing the dispersion stability of a
suspension [14, 15]. Electrostatic and steric mechanisms are typically considered to be responsible for the
stabilization of suspensions. Because of its spatial structure and hydrophilic functional groups, adding a surfactant can
enhance the electrostatic repulsion and steric hindrance between AgPs. In recent years, the applications of surfactants
have extended to the field of nanotechnology, where they are used as powerful tools for the preparation and
modification of nanoparticles [16, 17].
The main focus of this study has been to investigate the stability of AgPs in an electrolytic bath for Cr
electrodeposition, in the presence of a cationic surfactant (cetylpyridinium bromide (CPB)), using a dispersionstability analyzer. To determine their surface charge, Ζ-potential measurements were performed, and the interactions
between the AgPs and the cationic surfactant were analyzed using Raman spectroscopy.

Experimental
Stability analyses
The following procedure was used to analyze the influence of the surfactant CPB on the stability of AgPs in an
electrolytic bath. First, 0.0625 g of AgPs (99.9%, 50-60 nm, SkySpring Nanomaterials, Inc.) was weighed and added
to 25 mL of a base solution S0 (electrolytic bath) at pH = 5.0 that contained the following: 107 g L-1 CrCl2·6H2O + 23
g L-1 NaCl + 50 g L-1 H3BO3 + 24 g L-1 HCOONa + 21 g L-1 NH4Cl. Next, the surfactant CPB (98%, Spectrum Labs,
USA), was added to the solution at the desired concentration (mM) at a given pH value for the evaluation of the longterm dispersion stability. Several concentrations of CPB in the electrolytic bath were tested, the concentrations were
selected in the range of lower and higher concentrations than the critical micelle concentration (c.m.c.) of CPB in high
ionic strength aqueous solutions (c.m.c.  1 mM) [18, 19]. The aqueous suspension of AgPs was placed into
cylindrical glass tubes and set into a Turbiscan Lab Expert analyzer (Formulation Co., L’Unión, France). The
Turbiscan Lab Expert allows the measurement of the long-term stability of opaque and concentrated colloidal
dispersions in addition to evaluate the size of the suspended particles and detecting instability much earlier and more
easily than can be accomplished with the naked eye [20]. The sensors for transmitted and backscattered light in this
optical analyzer scanned the entire height (50 mm) of the aqueous AgPs suspension (25 mL) for 24 h. The stability
analysis of the aqueous AgPs suspension was performed based on the transmission (T) and backscattering (BS)
profiles shown in Figure 1. The thickness of the clarifying layer (H) in the clarifying zone can be calculated from
the transmittance graph using the TLAB EXPERT software. In this software, the user defines the % transmittance; the
software then determines the positions with respect to the length of the vial (H d-sup. and Hd-inf.) for each scan performed
(see Figure 1a). The distance H (mm) with respect to the length of the vial between the two values (H = Hd-sup.-Hdinf.) defines the extent of the precipitation of the AgPs. Small values of H indicate a stable suspension, whereas large
values indicate an unstable suspension.
Z-potential measurements
Ζ-potential measurements were performed using an AcoustoSizer IIs (Colloidal Dynamics Inc.). In general, duplicate
samples were measured four times each at 25°C. However, the reported Ζ-potential values for the AgPs-surfactant
complexes are the results from a single sample measured four times. The deviation in the Ζ-potential between
independent samples varied by 5%, but the trend was the same.
Raman Spectroscopy
The Raman spectra were recorded using a Thermo-Scientific Raman spectrometer (Mod. DXR) with a 780-nm diode
laser source and a real output power of 10 mW. The laser was focused onto a 1.5-µm spot of the sample, using an
Olympus optical microscope with an objective lens magnification of 20X, and the scattering signal was collected at
180°. Four spectra of each freshly prepared solution were obtained.
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Figure 1 (a) Transmission and (c) backscattering profiles typical of an electrolytic bath of Cr with silver particles
(AgPs) and without the surfactant CPB. The data are reported as a function of time (0 to 24 h) and sample height (0 to
50 mm).

Results and Discussion
AgPs-suspension stability measurements
The stability of the AgPs suspended in solution was measured using a dispersion-stability analyzer. The stability tests
were performed at 25°C in cylindrical glass tubes with a sample height of 50 mm. The scanning was performed at
intervals of 10 min for 24 h.
The typical transmission and backscattering profiles of AgPs in the electrolytic bath, without surfactant CPB, are
shown in Figure 1. The transmission profile (Figure 1a) shows a rapid increase in the transmittance signal from the
first scans and remains stable in the 1-50 mm range. The transmittance signal increased with time, behavior that is
indicative of the formation of a clarifying zone in this region (Figure 1b). Additionally, the backscattering profile
(Figure 1c) shows an increase of the backscattering signals as a function of time, characteristic of an increase in
particle size from 60 nm to 0.563 µm as was evaluated using the same equipment. This behavior is related to a
phenomenon called differential sedimentation [21]. These results revealed that unstable suspensions of AgP were
obtained when a surfactant was not used.
Figure 2 shows the typical transmission and backscattering profiles of AgPs in the electrolytic bath with the
surfactant CPB. The transmission profile (Figure 2a) shows increases with time throughout the length of the vial. This
increase is more pronounced in the region from 18 to 50 mm, which indicates the formation of a clarifying zone in
this region. Furthermore, in the region from 0 to 48 mm, the transmission signals are less than 10% during the first 13
h of the experiment, indicating that the solution is opaque in this range. The backscattering profile (Figure 2c) shows
a decrease in the signals as a function of time, which is characteristic of a phenomenon called differential
sedimentation [21]. The above results revealed that stable suspensions (less than 10% transmission during the first 13
h) of AgP were obtained when CPB was used as a surfactant.
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Figure 2 Chemical structure of compound A (a) Transmission and (c) backscattering profiles typical of an electrolytic
bath of Cr with silver particles (AgPs) and 5 mM CPB. The data are reported as a function of time (0 to 24 h) and
sample height (0 to 50 mm).
Figure 3 shows that the values of the thickness of the clarifying layer (H) in the upper portion of the aqueous
AgPs suspension decreased significantly in the presence of the dispersant and increased over time. The best results
were obtained for the highest concentrations of CPB. During the time period from 0 to 13 h, the H value of the
aqueous AgP suspensions with both 5 and 10 mM CPB was only 0.85 mm, whereas for the suspension without
surfactant, H was 48 mm, beginning in the first minutes of the experiment. After 20 h, the H value of the aqueous
AgP suspension with 5 mM CPB was only 6.92 mm.
The greater stability of the AgP in the suspension with the dispersant is attributed to the modification of the solid
surfaces of the silver particles via the adsorption of CPB. Because of its spatial structure and hydrophilic functional
groups, CPB can enhance the electrostatic repulsion and steric hindrance between Ag particles.
Z-Potential measurement
Z-potential measurements were performed on solutions that contained the following: 107 g L-1 CrCl2·6H2O + 23 g L-1
NaCl + 50 g L-1 H3BO3 + 24 g L-1 HCOONa + 21 g L-1 NH4Cl + 0.0625 g of AgPs + x (x= 0, 0.1, 0.5, 2.0, 5.0, 10)
mM CPB. The concentrations were selected in the range of lower and higher concentrations than the critical micelle
concentration (c.m.c.) of CPB in high ionic strength aqueous solutions (c.m.c.  1 mM) [18, 19]. Figure 4 shows the
variation in the Z-potential values of the AgP in the electrolytic baths with different CPB concentrations. First, the Zpotential increased with increasing concentration of the surfactant CPB. As the concentration increased above 5 mM,
the Z-potential of the particle became stable, possibly due to the saturated adsorption of CPB on the surface of the
AgP. By comparing the results obtained from the stability study and taking into account the Z-potential values
Chem Sci Rev Lett 2015, 4(15), 809-816
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obtained in the same solutions, it is clear that the higher Z-potential values correspond to the most stable solutions,
which contain higher concentrations of the surfactant CPB; this behavior is associated with the adsorption of the
surfactant onto the Ag particle surfaces.

Raman CPB/AgPs analysis
To understand the phenomena related to the adsorption of CPB onto the AgPs, the Raman signature of the AgPs in a
Cr electrolytic bath was first studied. In the Raman spectrum of the electrolytic bath containing AgPs in the
wavenumber range between 0 and 1300 cm-1 (Figure 5), the only features present are two well-defined peaks at 54
and 257 nm, associated with the presence of AgPs [22].

Figure 3 Effect of CPB dosage on the clarifying-layer thickness (H) as a function of time (0 to 24 h).

Figure 4 Effects of the cationic surfactant cetylpyridinium bromide (CPB) on the Z-potential of Ag particles in an
electrolytic bath of Cr.
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Figure 5 Raman spectra of Ag particles in an electrolytic bath of Cr.
Figure 6 shows the Raman spectra of the electrolytic baths containing a fixed concentration of AgPs and varied
concentrations of CPB. The presence of the surfactant produced an additional peak at 1025 cm-1, the relative intensity
of which increased with increasing surfactant concentration. This vibrational mode is similar to that reported by
Koglin et al. [23] in a theoretical study using density functional theory (DFT) on the adsorption of cetylpyridinium
bromide at silver surfaces, and it corresponds to the ring-breathing mode of the pyridinium head group.
On the other hand, the peak located at 244 cm-1, associated with the presence of AgPs, decreased with increasing
CPB concentration. At 0.5 mM of CPB, the peak almost disappeared, indicating that at this concentration, the AgPs
were completely coated by CPB molecules, inhibiting the photo-interaction of the laser with the Ag nanoparticles.
Finally, a third peak at approximately 166 cm-1 appeared with the presence of the surfactant, which corresponds at the
Ag/Br- Raman interfacial band [23]. The intensity of this peak increased with increasing CPB concentration, which
suggests a direct interaction of the AgPs and the surfactant. The results above make it possible to hypothesize that the
adsorbed bromide ion acts as a bridge for the surfactant adsorption onto the surface.

Figure 6 Raman spectra of Ag particles interacting with the surfactant CPB in an electrolytic bath of Cr.
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The Raman signals of the cationic CPB surfactant head group (-N+C5H5, pyridinium ring) on the silver surface
and the intense Ag/Br- Raman interfacial band suggest that the strong adsorption process is a result of the formation
of a pyridinium/bromide/surface system. In accordance with these results, Figure 7 presents an adsorption model for
CPB onto the AgP.

Figure 7 Schematic model of the adsorption of CPB onto Ag surfaces.

Conclusions
The interaction between the cationic surfactant cetylpyridinium bromide (CPB) and silver particles (AgPs) was
studied. The results obtained showed that the introduction of the surfactant CPB into the electrolytic bath altered the
properties of the AgPs suspensions, with an increase in stability over time. The most important effect occurred at
concentrations greater than or equal to 5 mM CPB, for which the addition of CPB induced a considerable increase in
the stability of the AgPs suspensions. Furthermore, the Ζ-potential became increasingly positive with increasing CPB
concentration.
The stability of the AgPs suspensions using the surfactant CPB is associated with the adsorption of the cationic
surfactant onto the surfaces of the AgPs.
By studying the adsorption behavior of the surfactant CPB onto AgPs using Raman spectroscopy, it was possible
to observe a strong interaction between the Br- anions and the AgPs and the adsorption of the pyridinium ring onto the
Ag surface. At concentrations greater than or equal to 5 mM of CPB, the surfactant molecules completely coat the
silver particles, and therefore, the stability of the suspensions increases. Stable suspensions over 24 h were obtained
under these conditions.
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